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+0.25 +0.01% | SHANGHAI 2,645.43

GLOBAL NEWS

Menteri MED Lancar

Top Global Fund says
Bye Bye Samsung, Hello
Taiwan's TSMC

rule over
Indonesian stock market as
foreigners flee ?

Keusahawanan Nasional

entrepreneur
development

101.1 mil

was a number of
Yemen’s Children
Died from
malnutrition

higher stake in Green &
Smart Holdings

Sarawak tourism SME,
micro enterprises need to

embrace e-biz

Entrepreneurship

85,000

Serba Dinamik eyes

Business

DID YOU KNOW?

5

Beho Group signs
MoUs, increases durian
export to China and Japan

Trade

was the number of
Malaysia’s
passenger in air
traffic

organisations

Entrepreneurship

MED set to streamline

Services

LOCAL NEWS
Rangka Kerja

was the increment
of current inflation
rate in Malaysia

-89.91 -1.28%

Technology

FTSE 6,960.32

+139.01 +0.65%

Corporate

|

Entrepreneurship

0.5%

-0.95 0.00%

| NIKKEI 21,646.55

Millennials

Ikea will lay off 7,500
workers in 2020

How Singapore's

Management

DJIA 24,464.69

-6.07 -0.23%

Economy

FBMKLCI 1,695.62

projected 2.6% salary
increase for 2019 fare
against global peers

Thai economic outlook

cloudy as tourist numbers
drop
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